
 

University of Bradford Union Council 

Minutes of open Council of 23rd March 2017, 6:00 p.m., Union Mall 

In attendance: Asha Hussain, Anas Makda, Inshaal Ahmad, Ismael Jaffery, Amal Ismail, Nicholas Bates, Zainab 
Garba-Sani, Thomas Barnes, Aisha Ssemwogerere, Lauren Evered, Lorna Quinn, Emily Harris, Maria Treumann, 
Akinwale Akinyemi, Topher Burn, Tariq Hemmings, Faiz Ilias, Siji Akinlusi, Aphrodita Darmadi, Hamza Butt, Subira 
Ismail, Shazmin Akhtar, Jonothan Batakalua (Chair), Fatouma Sanyang (Deputy Chair), Kieran Turner (minutes) 

1. Roll call and apologies 
i. Apologies have been received from: Rory Bourke, Awais Ahmed, Hussain Abadi, Aneela Ahmed, 

Mohammed Aslam, and Natalie Jones. 
 

2. Welcome & declarations of interest 
 

3. Minutes of previous meeting 
i. The list of attendees was incomplete. The Deputy Chair took a list of names to be added. 

ii. Emily asked if the names of the newly-elected Student Trustees were available. The response 
was that they were, but correct spellings of the surnames were being sought and will be added. 

 
4. Reports and questions  

i. Community & Welfare Officer  
ii. A verbal report was given. 

iii. There is to be a Paperless Assignments campaign (details in the emergency motion below). 
iv. Language classes in several languages (depending on available teachers) are being set up for 

children of students. 
v. Efforts are being made to get high-chairs into all food venues. 

vi. An online counselling service is being looked into. 
vii. Subira is working on a project about mental health in sports. She is particularly working with 

the rugby team and there will be a talk by charity “State of Mind”. 
viii. Emily asked for more details on the language courses; these will be forthcoming once finalised. 

ix. An update was requested on the street beggar who had been harassing students. He has been 
back. He is subject to a further restraining order. His photo has been given to certain staff & 
venues but police say it can’t be circulated. The City Council has been lobbied about this since 
it’s a safety issue. Continuing attempts will be made to find a way to make it available. 
 

x. Academic Affairs Officer   
xi. A verbal report was given. 

xii. There was an Academic Affairs Committee this week. 
xiii. Student Representative elections are to be in April. 
xiv. Planning is underway for student leadership awards. 
xv. Projects are ongoing to strive for improved A/V facilities, and to investigate how to make the 

website more accessible, and also more appealing to encourage new students. 
xvi. Ismael asked about the HEFCE review. HEFCE is being dismantled and a new Office of Students 

is being created. 
xvii. There was a question about lecture capture. Aleem replied that they are working with multiple 

companies; differing faculties’ facilities are complicating this. But attempts are being made to 
record lectures. Aleem is researching options because solutions vary widely around the UK. 



 

xviii. Nick asked about the National Student Survey, and whether a future motion would be 
supported. Aleem replied that he would consider any future motion on its merits. There was 
further discussion in which Nick explained some of the motivation for the motion. 

xix. Fatouma asked about progress on library blinds. Aleem replied that window film was being 
looked into, but it was proving hard to balance sunlight-reduction with sufficient light levels in 
the library. 

xx. Lauren asked a question for all sabbaticals, as to why they had not supplied written reports. 
xxi. Subira answered that writing reports is draining, especially as few people read them. She 

prefers having the Q&A style that was pioneered at the last General Meeting. Afterwards the 
reports resulting from the Q&A could be published on the website. 

xxii. Lauren replied that she prefers the chance to read reports in advancem and that if motions and 
other reports are expected to be in on time, the sabbaticals’ ones should be too. 
 

xxiii. Sports Officer   
xxiv. A verbal report was given. 
xxv. A new staff member has been employed. 

xxvi. Deadline has been set for the end of March for club elections, to allow for hand-overs. 
xxvii. There’s a new project, “Sports Responsibilities” to improve relationship between Unique & UBU. 

xxviii. Sports scholarships – coaches are now being included in the process. 
xxix. Sponsors and deliveries of kit are being chased up. 
xxx. LGBT+ rainbow lace campaign is being well backed by many teams. 

xxxi. There has been a lot of work preparing for Varsity. 
xxxii. Lauren asked for more on rainbow laces. Had other things like bands been procured for those 

who didn’t want to use the laces? Siji nominated Shazmin to say more. She has been helping 
and also pointed out that the responsibility for the campaign has been delegated from Siji to 
the AU VP, Rory. Shazmin described how high costs had been an issue for the bands etc. 

xxxiii. Maria asked for more information on #TakeAStand. Siji explained it’s about considering all 
liberation campaigns & should be used widely on social media – it helps tie in rainbow lace. 

xxxiv. Maria asked why the Sports Park Pavilion has been delayed. Siji explained the park is open but 
the room is not yet equipped, so they’ve held back from advertising it. Official opening date is 
25th May. Tom asked for the reason for the delay. Siji explained a contractor had gone bust, and 
work had to start again with a new one. 
 

xxxv. Women’s and Campaigns Officer   
xxxvi. Shazmin will be working with a £20,000 budget, together with other institutions such as 

Bradford College, to combat harassment of students, especially on Great Horton Road. 
xxxvii. She is planning to host focus groups and encouraged officers to join in when she invites them. 

xxxviii. She has been helping Rory budget the rainbow lace campaign. 
xxxix. For Consent Week she’s been working with companies who will provide free condoms. She has 

also been working with the City Council. The week will be in April. 
xl. Emily asked if Shazmin had been in contact with faith societies to discuss a Christian prayer 

room, as undertaken at last Council. Shazmin replied she has emailed the Christian Union and 
had no reply as yet; she will now contact all the other faith societies. 
 

xli. Union Affairs Officer 
xlii. A verbal report was given. 

xliii. Hamza has been working on the Trustees’ Away-day which will consider the fitness-for-purpose 
of the structure of the sabbatical team. 

xliv. He has concluded the elections process. The turnout was impressive, at 46%, and was amongst 
the highest in the country. NUS assessed that it was 3rd highest in the UK, but their calculation 



 

was assuming 15,000 students. If one only considers the ~9000 we actually have on campus, it 
is likely we will have had the highest turnout. 

xlv. Work is nearly complete on a pack to help recruit the new External Trustees we need. 
xlvi. Hamza has been helping with the Paperless Assignments campaign, which is sabbatical-wide. 

xlvii. A good General Meeting last month had 200-250 attendees. 
xlviii. He’s working with Subira on a Landlord Rating scheme to help students choose 

accommodation. 
xlix. He has helped the Students with Dependents and Students with Disabilities Officers to set up 

their new student breakfast meetings. 
l. He has helped the Postgraduate Students Officer to set up an event. 

 
li. Activities Officer   

lii. A verbal report was given. 
liii. Activities Ball tickets are still on sale until the extended deadline of Friday. Guests have been 

invited. Please buy tickets! 
liv. 9 societies had to be suspended – after working with them, 6 have been re-instated. 
lv. 3 new Societies Forum reps have been elected. 

lvi. There are 3 new societies that have been approved and started. 
lvii. Some shared equipment has been broken and she is working to have it replaced. 

lviii. Executive Officers will be Deputy Returning Officers for society elections. 
lix. Some new Officers have also been elected in the media areas. 
lx. The Party on the Amp will be £18, which is lower than previously. 

lxi. Inshaal asked why 9 societies had been suspended. Aphrodita explained that they had failed to 
attend 2 consecutive meetings of the Societies’ Forum, and the suspension was simply 
following the by-laws. 

lxii. Ismael queried the £18 being cheap. He said it would not be good value for those not attending 
in the evening. Aphrodita answered that in fact the daytime access would be free. 

 
lxiii. Non-Sabbatical Officers: 

 
lxiv. Disabled Students  
lxv. A written report is available. 

 
lxvi. LGBT+ Officer 

lxvii. A written report is available. There was also a verbal overview of it. 
lxviii. Maria asked for more details on the Bradford’s Got Talent event. Topher described the 

presenters and encouraged people to get involved. 
lxix. Shazmin commented that the campaign for gender-neutral toilets is ongoing; this will be going 

to the University’s executive. Topher clarified that this will just be a change in signage, and no 
facilities for disabled people will be reduced in any way. 
 

lxx. Students with Dependents Officer 
lxxi. A written report is available. There was also a verbal overview of it. 

lxxii. Emily asked about improving engagement. Faiz replied he’s been discussing this in his forum; 
he is promoting the various opportunities at the Union, and particularly promoted involvement 
with the elections process. But he agreed there is a constant need to keep on making things 
accessible and keep promoting. 

lxxiii. Ismael asked when the next forum would be. Faiz replied early April, exact date TBC. 



 

lxxiv. Faiz was also asked if the next forum would focus on women’s issues, as advertised, and he 
replied that yes, it would. 
 

lxxv. Home-based Officer  
lxxvi. A written report is available. 

 
lxxvii. Postgraduate Officer 

lxxviii. A written report is available. There was also a verbal overview of it. 
lxxix. There was a reminder of a social event happening in the PGR lounge on Friday 24th March. 

 
lxxx. BME Officer   

lxxxi. A verbal report was given. 
lxxxii. A number of events are in the planning stages. Having been re-elected, Tariq is working on 

things in advance which will happen early in the new academic year. This will particularly 
benefit Black History Month. He will be working closely with the LGBT+ and Women’s Officers. 

lxxxiii. Maria asked what were the setbacks to his meeting in October. He replied there had been 
financial issues, plus a problem with the commitment from a speaker who had to be replaced 
with a lecturer from Leeds, but that this latter person was also a good, suitable speaker. 
 

lxxxiv. Mature Students Officer 
lxxxv. No report was received or presented. 

 
lxxxvi. Faculty of Management Officer 

lxxxvii. No report was received or presented. 
 

lxxxviii. International Students Officer 
lxxxix. No report was received or presented. 

 
xc. Areas reports: 

 
xci. Media Areas VP 

xcii. A written report is available. There was also a verbal overview of it. 
 

xciii. Athletic Union VP 
xciv. A written report is available. 

 
xcv. Societies Forum VP 

xcvi. A verbal report was given. 
xcvii. Recently there has been a lot of work towards the Ball, from the full team. 

xcviii. Ismael asked will it be possible to achieve the showcase in the exhibition area. The reply was 
that this has been held back until after the area is redecorated, then will go ahead. 
 

xcix. Academic Affairs Committee 
c. No report was received or presented. 

 
5. Emergency motion 

i. Paperless Assignments – brought by Community & Welfare and Academic Affairs Officers 
i. Subira presented the motion. There was no speaker against. 

ii. Lorna asked for detail on the resolutions, which was answered. Subira particularly 
highlighted the “#ISupport” pledge. Hamza highlighted the petition. 



 

iii. Nick asked about using “Turn it in”, which Subira then talked about. 
iv. In response to questions, Subira also clarified more details about the free printing. 
v. Subira then presented the amendments which had come via a consultation with the 

Academic Affairs Committee. 
vi. There was a question about the lack of assenters for the motion. Hamza explained that 

there is provision for motions to be brought by the Executive Committee, as this was, 
and that it was also an Emergency Motion, which came about because of the pressing 
need to take the matter to the University’s Student Affairs Committee on Monday. 

vii. Council moved to the vote on the amendment. There were 16 in favour, 0 against, and 
0 abstentions, so this amendment was included in the motion. 

viii. Council then moved to the vote on the substantial motion. There were 16 in favour, 0 
against, and 0 abstentions, so this motion was passed unanimously. 
 

6. Motions 
i.  Music in the Mall 

i. Emily Harris presented the motion. There was no speaker against. 
ii. Tom asked how they were planning to police it? Emily replied the intention was it 

would be by staff. The motion would simply give them permission. 
iii. Siji asked what about students who didn’t want to listen to RAMAIR? Emily replied that 

(a) RAMAIR wasn’t piped into all areas, (b) personal music can be listened to through 
headphones etc., and (c) events were NOT the focus of this motion and properly 
booked events can always state that they want their own music. Nick supported the 
headphones idea, but Siji commented that students couldn’t or shouldn’t be forced to 
use them. 

iv. Ismael said there had to be a clear definition of “offensive”. 
v. Emily responded to the discussion by clarifying that the motion is intended as a 

framework. It is particularly targeting the loud boom-boxes which are sometimes 
brought in, and is not aimed at either low-volume personal listening, nor organised 
events. It is not an attempt at restricting freedoms, but is designed to ensure that 
when there is NO event on, RAMAIR is audible. 

vi. Faiz suggested changing “offensive” to “profanities” and/or “sexually explicit”. 
vii. Topher mentioned the promotions for other societies which can be on RAMAIR. 

viii. Asha asked what could be done when students from the College came in with their 
music. Subira explained that non-UB visitors could always be asked to leave (by 
security if necessary) if they were causing a nuisance. This motion would clarify one 
example of “nuisance”. 

ix. Hamza said firstly that he loved the work of the media areas. But he felt the Mall should 
be a social space, and this motion might drive people away. 

x. It was also asked, which staff could do this? Full-time? Emily replied, certainly not 
RAMAIR personnel, and the idea was full-time staff. 

xi. She replied to Hamza’s point that conversely, loud music actually drove some people 
away, for example students with children. Lauren agreen and backed this up. She also 
said that since the Union had its own radio output, it made no sense not to be making 
the most of it when possible and listening to / playing that. 

xii. Emily also clarified that stalls were not a problem and in fact this motion should help 
properly organised events to avoid their being drowned out. 

xiii. Hamza and the proposers agreed that there was broad consensus and it was just 
clarity that was needed on who this should affect. 

xiv. Aleem said there was a problem mandating staff, and we should call security whenever 
intervention was needed. He also asked “where’s the line” regarding enforcement. 



 

xv. The Chair called for amendments that had arisen. These were agreed verbally: to 
change the word “offensive” and to change “staff” to “security”. 

xvi. There was a vote and 7 were in favour of the motion, and 5 against, with 4 abstentions, 
therefore the motion was passed. 
 

ii. Mental Health Staff Training  
i. Lauren presented the motion. There was no speaker against. 

ii. Faiz asked if “work with” could be changed to “campaign and lobby”. The proposers 
agreed, so this was adopted. 

iii. Emily asked about working to promote the disability service workshops. The reply was 
that they are not compulsory, hence the need for promotion. 

iv. Subira asked were they for students too? Laura said no but they were put on 
separately. Laura then gave a summation. 

v. At the vote 16 were for, with 0 against, and 0 abstentions, so this motion was passed 
unanimously. 
 

7. Media Constitution 
i. Maria explained the new Media Constitution mainly features changes about marketing (with 

someone having this job), and making the other roles more in line with what they currently do 
in reality. They would also scrap the separate editorial roles. Maria gave an explanation of how 
this would work. 

ii. Hamza told the meeting about the Governance Review and asked if the media team wanted to 
proceed with this in advance of that. 

iii. They replied yes, because it would permit appropriate new elections in time for next year. 
iv. Hamza said that would present no conflict because the review wouldn’t be focused on roles. 
v. Aleem pointed out that the elections in question need to take place before the next UBU 

Council meeting. 
vi. Therefore a vote was in fact taken on approving the changes so far. This vote on changing an 

Area’s Constitution requires a 2/3 majority of a quorate Council, according to the extant 
constitution. There were 14 in favour, 0 against, and 2 abstentions, therefore this new Media 
Constitution has been adopted. 
 

8. Any other business 
i. Safety Bus 

i. Subira explained the talks about the bus. There are issues with drivers. The employed 
one is long-term off sick. Yet there have been very few complaints (and few of those 
from students) about the lack of bus. Yet it’s expensive. So, is it needed? 

ii. Tom said it was too expensive and asked about taxis. Subira agreed, that was being 
looked into. 

iii. There was a brief discussion about issues with driving licenses and the limited number 
of people able to drive, and how most cannot do so if being paid. 

iv. Nick asked what criteria would be used to judge who could have taxis. Subira replied 
that they were looking into this and seeking opinions but accessibility would certainly 
be considered. 

v. Faiz suggested donating the money that could be saved to Street Angels or setting up 
such a scheme. 

vi. Asha asked if the taxis would be only for students? Subira replied they’d be for staff 
too, but take-up would be mostly from students. 

ii. Sports 
i. Siji added news of Varsity, the Intra-Murals, and Colours Ball. Details are on the website. 


